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FROM THE PRINCIPAL

Welcome to Issue 79 of Melville Matters. Term 4 proves to be very busy for staff and students with course
completion, exams, reports, carnivals, graduations and exhibitions to cram into an already crowded
schedule. There have been plenty of great things happening in our school since the last Melville Matters
edition, backed up by yet another action packed edition of our school magazine.
Of great significance was the farewell activities for our Year 12 students, after five successful years at Melville
SHS and twelve years of education. As expected with Melville students, the class of 2018 have made us all
proud with their attitude, behaviour and results to date. On their second last day at school, the Year 12s, in
what has become a tradition, conducted a fast and funny fancy dress fashion review. Their last day included
a fun-filled breakfast followed by a whole school farewell assembly, where our school Head Boy and Head
Girl, Charles Morley-Wong and Jamie Lau gave a great farewell speech that set the tone for a last morning
tea with their parents and friends.
There are many things for which the class of 2018 can be proud, but it was fitting that their parting gift to
themselves and the school was achieving 100% graduation (under a new measure of success, including
100% OLNA) and 100% Attainment (i.e. a predicted ATAR of 55 plus and/or a Certificate 2 or more). I would
like to congratulate the students for completing their WACE successfully and thank the teaching staff at
Melville SHS for helping make this happen.
Celebrating the 2018 graduation was one of a number of themes at the school’s Valedictory evening, held
at the Mount Pleasant Baptist Church in week 2. It was especially pleasing to acknowledge Jessy Wang as
our ATAR (academic) and Tyleisha Barton as the VET Dux. Each of these students were worthy winners in a
field crowded with academic, sporting, cultural and civic talent. By the time you read this the WACE (and
indeed Year 8, 9, 10 and 11) exams will be finished and I wish the class of 2018 (and the rest of the school)
the best of luck in their exams.
After a one week break at the completion of their Year 11 exams, the ATAR students start the Year 12 learning
and teaching program which will run until the end of term. By doing this we gain an additional month of Year
12 course work. For this program to be of benefit, it is essential for the ATAR students involved to attend
school at this time. Parents can assist us by ensuring that their child, if studying an ATAR program, comes to
school as per normal. If they don’t they will miss the beginning of Year 12, which will almost certainly place
their prospects of achievement at risk.
Finally, anyone who has recently visited the school will have noticed that the Administration Centre is open
after a long rebuild. This was a self-funded upgrade and staff should be commended for the year they
spend squeezed together in the Student Services Centre. Please feel free to pop in and have4 a look at the
beautiful new addition to our world class school.
Kind regards
Phillip White AM, RFD, BA, Grad Dip Ed, Med (Man), psc
Principal
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PERFORMING ARTS CENTRE BUILDING FUND
Next year, Melville SHS is embarking on an exciting project to build a much needed centre for performing
arts, seminars, students awards, parent meetings and much more. The State Government has contributed
$4.5 million and we have to now find an extra $ 420,000 to make this a worthy addition to our increasingly
beautiful school. Enclosed is a flier we hope you will complete to contribute to a tax deductible building
fund. Hopefully you value this school and the education your child is receiving at such a reasonable price.
This building will be used constantly by all students at the school for a huge variety of events so we are
hoping you can get behind it.

LAST DAYS FOR YEAR 12
Our Year 12 cohort are finishing their final exams as this issue goes to print. We hope it all went well. The next
few pages are dedicated to their last weeks after six years at Melville SHS.
The Year 12 Coordinator Ms Sandy Olney Thurstun has done a fabulous job (as she has done for many years).
She managed pre-exam nerves, organised graduation activities and coordinated the Valedictory night.
The Valedictory Ceremony, held this term, was a proud and teary moment for students and parents (also
teachers!). The awards are outlined over the next three pages and photos by Academy can be viewed online
here: To access photos, please visit:
Awards: 9KJKQ52L Certificates: XZ9R7TEC Family: UB2F2U8F Groups: PXHN378H
Once logged in, you can change to a different shoot key without losing the orders in your cart by clicking on
“Change shoot”. This will ensure you only pay for postage once and all photos are sent to you at the same time.

Congratulations to
Jessy Wang,
Dux of Melville SHS 2018
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YEAR 12 VALEDICTORY AWARDS
SPECIAL AWARDS
Sam Hurst Memorial Award for Best Sportsman

Nathan Pond

Sam Hurst Memorial Award for Best Sportswoman

Faith Behan

Sportswoman of the Year

Jamie Lau

Sportsman of the Year

Basil Thomas

P & C Citizenship Award

Rachel Lawson

Caltex All Rounder Award

Jamie Lau

ADF leadership and Teamwork Award

Adam Mohd Azli

Cultural Award

Jioji Nawanawa

Personal Excellence Award

Sarah Birch

Gifted and Talented:
Murdoch University Academic Excellence Award

Randy De Guzman

Murdoch University Ambassador Award

Max Nancarrow

Curtin University Principal’s Recommendation Awards

Randy De Guzman
Nur Adibah Izzati Binti Hashim

DUX VET

TYLEISHA BARTON

DUX ATAR

JESSY (JIE) WANG

SUBJECT AWARDS
English

English: General

Charlie Fico

English: ATAR

Mina Wallis

Literature: ATAR

Elsa Fuentes-Hare

English as an Additional Language: General

Mauyri Mikami

English as an Additional Language: ATAR

Kiana Faryadetabrizian

Health &

Health Studies: General

Jayde Nodari

Physical Ed

Health Studies: ATAR

Sarah Birch

Physical Education Studies: General

Basil Thomas

Physical Education Studies: ATAR

Madison Grimes

Certificate II Sport Coaching

Jayde Nodari

Certificate II Outdoor Recreation

Rachel Lawson

Workplace Learning: General (VPP)

Josiah Wise

Vocational
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SUBJECT AWARDS

Maths

Science

Languages

HASS

Mathematics Essential: General

Tim Euringer

Mathematics Applications: ATAR

Molly Clegg

Mathematics Methods: ATAR

Jessy (Jie) Wang

Mathematics Specialist: ATAR

Jessy (Jie) Wang

Aviation: General

Stuart Archibald

Biology: ATAR

Devin Finn

Human Biology: ATAR

Jamie Lau

Chemistry: ATAR

Jessy (Jie) Wang

Physics: ATAR

Charles Morley-Wong

Integrated Science: General

Charlie Fico

Chinese First Language: ATAR

Jessy (Jie) Wang

Chinese: Second Language: ATAR

Nur Adibah Izzati Binti Hashim

Italian Second Language: ATAR

Anushree Jarmale Arunkumar

Economics: ATAR

Jamie Lau

Modern History: ATAR

Sarah Birch

Politics and Law: ATAR

Mina Walls

Accounting and Finance: ATAR

Kate Burns

Geography: ATAR

Elsa Fuentes-Hare

Certificate III in Business

Brooke Sorrell

Career and Enterprise: General

Tyleisha Barton

Arts &

Visual Arts: ATAR

Edie Duffy

Technology

Visual Arts: General

Nene Naganuma

Certificate II in Dance

Zari Simmons-Houlahan

Certificate II in Creative Industries (Live Production) Madalyn Evans
Design Graphics : ATAR

Stella Gray Broun

Design Graphics: General

Charlie Fico

Media Production and Analysis: ATAR

Stella Gray Broun

Music: ATAR

Santiago Garcia Rojas

Certificate III in Music Industry

Shaniqa Ratnasingam

Applied Information Technology: General

Charlie Fico

Food Science and Technology: General

Eliza Cook

Building and Construction: General

Finn Duncan

Materials, Design & Technology Wood: General

Matthew Graham

Design Technical: General

Dylan Welsh

Certificate II in Engineering Pathways

Sam Chapman-Plais
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YEAR 12
CERTIFICATE OF MERIT
Kate Burns
Molly Clegg
Audric De Guzman
Edie Duffy
Tom Featherstone
Charlie Fico
Elsa Fuentes-Hare
Stella Gray Broun
Chloe Harcourt
Jo (Teerasak) Hongsri
Rachel Tedra Morgan-Hind
Charles Morley-Wong
Max Nancarrow
Jayde Nodari
Shaniqa Ratnasingam
Alkira Remaj
Reini Tutuki
Mina Wallis
Rebecca Whitehurst

CERTIFICATE OF DISTINCTION
Sarah Birch
Nur Adibah Izzati Binti Hashim
Anushree Jarmale Arunkumar
Jamie Lau
Eliza Lock
Kristina Shtanko
Sophie Tremain-Hill
Jessy (Jie) Wang
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MATHS

THE AUSTRALIAN MATHS COMPETITION
Melville SHS has once again done extremely well at the Australian Mathematics Competition. The top
performers are listed below. Prize Winners were only awarded to one in every 300 students within their
region and year group. Students who received a High Distinction were in the top 3% of their year group
and region.
Melville SHS 2018 Australian Mathematics Competition Awards Winners
Prize Winners
Rexton Ly 		
Year 10
Mungekar Arjun
Year 8
High Distinction Award
Sebastian Amal
Year 7
Ahmed Sadeed
Year 8
Tyler Farr 		
Year 9
Ethan Hardy-Atkins
Year 10
The depth of Mathematical prowess went beyond this as 50 Melville students received High Distinctions
(top 3% of Year and Region), 151 received Distinctions (top 20% of Year and Region) and 119 received a
Credit (top 55% of Year and Region). Well done to all these students concerned and also to their maths
teachers.

NUMERACY WEEK
In week 10 last term students were immersed in the fun of Maths at lunch times and in classes. One
popular competition was ‘who’s dog is this?’. Teachers nominated their beloved hound’s photo, it’s name,
approximate weight, neck circumference and length. Students then used Maths to guess which teacher
belonged to which dog.
Year 7 once again strained their brain at ‘Reach for the Stars’ and Year 8 were asked ‘Who wants to be a
Mathonaire?’ A new addition in the fun and games was the idea of ‘The Chaser’ for interested Year 9s.

Prize winner
Mungekar Arjun
with Teacher in Charge of Maths
Ms Randa Collett
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STEM

EV CHALLENGE WINNERS
In week 4, Melville SHS won the Class A Junior School Ev Challenge an electric car race meet held at
Wundowie racetrack. The drivers on the day for the winning team were Year 7s Aaron Benness and Stephen
Phillips and Year 8 Brian Caffrey. Other students in the group were: Crest Flanders, Jonathon Phillips, Emma
Collins, Marcus Robertson-Wall, Steven Philips, Aaron Bennes, Tasman Thurstun and Lithesh Manivelan.
Over many months the students built their cars and engine before school at recess and lunch with teacher
supervision. Schools then compete at the yearly event to see who manages to balance pace with conservation
of the battery life. The car that travels the furthest is the winner.
This event is an educational activity to enhance the STEM subjects of Science, Engineering, Technology
and Maths and is a long term commitment from teachers and students. They put skills and concepts into
action, work together as a team to solve engineering problems and design solutions evaluated in the most
unforgiving of arenas - competition.
External educators were invited to come to the school on several occasions to demonstrate various braking
designs, machine operations, driving skills, electrical wiring and calculations, regenerative braking, electrical
formulas etc. This year the students got up early to be at the workshop every morning at 8am to review the
progress of the EV and every recess and lunch for briefings. Thanks must go to companies that helped out
such as South Beach cycles, Fiora Machinery, 5 Star Yamaha, Designs by Nat and Curtin University.
Class B (Senior) placed fourth in a large field after a blown tyre in practice which saw them start in 25th place.
An amazing recovery given the start. Drivers were Kadin Gallant-Harvey Chloe Back and Crest Flanders.
Class C (Open) placed fourth in the first race of the day after being delayed with technical difficulties (a
blown fuse). Another outstanding recovery given the start with some slick driving by the team. Hayden Lock,
Matt Lord and Greg Allin were the drivers.
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Behind these drivers there is a larger team of students who have worked throughout the year every Monday
and Thursday to design, build and test these vehicles. Teachers Mr Dion Manby, Mr Matt Lord and Mr Greg
Allin again lead the successful event with many hours spent to conceive, design, build and then race the
machines.
Students Chloe Back and Kaden Gallant-Harvey achieved a Certificate II in Engineering, which is normally
a two year course, however they have outstandingly complete the course within six months. Ethan Rowcliff
and Callum Vincent achieved an additional Endorsed Course for 2018.

AVIATION
GOING SOLO
Year 11 student Priyen Moodley (pictured below left with his examiner) went solo mid last term. To pass this
stage of becoming a pilot students must have passed a pre-solo exam, flight radio exam, English exam,
an aviation medical and have trained through a series of lessons. The lessons include Effects of Controls,
Straight and Level, Climbing and Descending, Turns and Stalls. They also need to have completed at least
five hours flying in the flight circuit, which normally takes between 9 to 15 hours of flying time.

$15000 AVIATION SCHOLARSHIP
Year 10 Aviation student Dean Morris (pictured below right with Aviation Teacher in Charge Mr Randall
Brink) has won a $15000 scholarship to extend his aviation experience. The Honourable Company of Air
Pilots and Flight Experience Perth offers the “Pilots of Tomorrow” scholarship to enable young aspiring
pilots to achieve their dreams. The program was open to Year 10 to 12 high school students interested in a
career as an airline pilot.
Dean had to create a video and was then interviewed with test questions. He had then to perform on
the Flight Simulator flying the A380. The “Pilots of Tomorrow” program is designed to expose teenagers
to the exciting world of aviation and especially careers as pilots. We plan to encourage and develop
future professional pilots who demonstrate dedication and aptitude towards a flying career. According to
aircraft manufacturers Boeing and Airbus, more than 600,000 pilots are required over the next 20 years.
Interestingly, this is more commercial airline pilots than have ever been trained since the dawn of air travel.
The scholarship is worth $15,000.00 includes flights in a light plane, session in an aviation flight simulator,
‘Ground School’ briefings with a flight instructor, Cockpit Orientation Lessons in a CASA Approved Boeing
737 flight simulator, ‘Ground School’ briefings with a commercial pilot and a mentoring session with a
current airline pilot.
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ENGLISH

POETRY
Year 12 student Mina Wallace has being selected for inclusion in this year’s edition of Primo Lux 2018, the
state’s only poetry journal for Western Australian students. Her work was selected from over 200 poems.
Such creativity should be recognised.
The journal will be launched in week 8 and Mina (pictured below left) and her family have been invited to
attend to receive their copy of the text. She will read her work aloud at the event.

IN ACTION
The English Department had the pleasure of hosting Poetry In Action, a travelling troupe of actors from
Sydney promoting the joys of not just the poetry genre but more importantly, the importance of language
to critical thought.
This year they performed two shows for our Year 9 and 10 students in week 3. Fact vs Fiction reinforced
to our Year 10s the importance of discriminating what we read and hear in the media to come to a critical
conclusion about politics, society and cultures. The Year 9 students and teachers greatly enjoyed The Poet’s
Quest, a funny and moving look at the power of poetry to save the world, in the process reinforcing their
study of rhythm, rhyme and other stylistic features of poetry. PIA will return to Melville SHS in 2019 to
perform two entirely new shows.

GIFTED AND TALENTED
BOOK IN A DAY FINALISTS
The Year 10 team, xTENsion cord consisting of nine Gifted and Talented students, has come away with the
Highly Commended award (second place) in the Book in a Day Awards Ceremony.
Last term Melville had three outstanding Gifted and Talented teams compete in the national Write a Book
in a Day competition. Select students from Years 8, 9 and 10 worked against the clock to literally write an
entire book in one day. Teams brainstormed, drafted, edited, reread, designed, illustrated, typed, compiled
and finalised their books - all within 10 hours. We raised just under $1000 for The Kids’ Cancer Project,
contributing to the overall total of $25 000 raised across Australia for such a worthy cause.
This year, as a Melville first, we have two teams in the finals! We are lucky enough to be hosting the awards
ceremony for 160 students and their teachers from across Perth in the Carly Smith Studio.
The team who came second included Ethan Hardy-Atkins, Anushki Kulasekara, Elisabeth Camporeale,
Esther Tan, Eunice Tan, Gabrielle De Guzman, Indra Barnuud, Leann Yap and Taniya Shrimali.
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MUSIC IN FOCUS

ANNUAL SOLOIST NIGHT CONCERT
As well as being a formal assessment for Year 11 and 12 ATAR Music students, this is also an opportunity for
us to thank and farewell our talented music students for their hard work and dedication to music during their
time at Melville.
The following students will be performing:
Olivia Jones 		
Contemporary, Voice
Anneka Bodt		
Contemporary, Bass
Rachel Lawson		
WAM, Flute		
Shaniqa Ratnasingam WAM, Saxophone
Charmaine Bishop
WAM, Saxophone

Alexander Brunswick
Joseph Brunswick
Kobi Simpson		
Maddy Evans 		
Santiago Garcia Rojas
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Contemporary, Piano
Contemporary, Electric Guitar
Jazz, Piano
Contemporary, Voice
Contemporary & Jazz, Electric Guitar

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION

SPORTS DINNER
Week 9 saw the annual Sports Dinner, when all our students who have competed in our inter-school and
school sports teams are given a chance to celebrate and acknowledge their peers who have achieved at the
top of their chosen sports. It was also a time for the many coaches to award and recognise improvement,
persistence, leadership and success.
At the dinner we had the opportunity to acknowledge our sporting teams that had won finals at a high level.
The 230 students gathered had a great evening during the awards, dinner and dancing that followed. The
fantastic work of our Health and Physical Education department must be acknowledged, as well as other
Melville staff who provided a wide array of curricular and co-curricular sporting opportunities. See more
photos on the last page.
2018 Sportsperson of the Year – Award Winners
		Sportsman				Sportswoman
Year 7		Eben Prinsloo				Remy Robson
Year 8		Jared Filmer				Taige Sullivan
Year 9 		
Elliot Martin				
Amelie Prinsloo and Celia Evans
Year 10
Aurorah Burling			
Edward Turugava
Year 11
Jack Ramsay and Evan Perera		
Daniela Titoko
Year 12		Basil Thomas				Jamie Lau

INTERSCHOOL ATHLETICS
In early Term 4, a team of over 120 students travelled to the State Athletics Centre to compete in the
prestigious A Division Inter-school Athletics Carnival. With strong finishes in the previous four years the
squad had its eyes firmly set on achieving first place. It was an extremely competitive carnival with every
single athlete striving to achieve their best in their events and pushing through the pain barrier to gain
valuable points for our team.
At the conclusion of the day we placed sixth overall – making us the sixth best school in the state for 2018.
All students are to be commended on their outstanding level of effort and sportsmanship and for the team
spirit they showed in cheering for our athletes throughout the day. In a day that finished with only a handful
of points separating us and the teams above, it highlights the importance of regularly attending training in
order to close the gap on the other schools in our division. Our team is more than capable of improving on
this result and we look forward to seeing everyone involved regularly attending training next year during
Terms 2 and 3.
Congratulations to the following students who were awarded interschool champion medals on the day:
Year 8 		
Champion Boy 		
Prince Pommet
Year 9 		
Champion Girl 		
Danielle Wardle
Year 11/Over Champion Girl 		
Daniella Titoko
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SPECIALIST NETBALL PROGRAM

SOUTH WEST NETBALL TOUR
In week 4 the Year 8 Specialist Netball Program students were selected into teams that attended the annual
tour of the South West. Our delightful Year 10 students managed, coached and umpired all through the
tournament. The players also attended the Yallingup Maze for some team building activities to get the camp
started and played local teams to hone their skills and get specialist coaching under game conditions. The
Year 8 teams and Year 10s are pictured below with HPE Netball staff; Mrs Sonia Soltoggio (front centre), Ms
Susan Gerrard (left) and Ms Leslie McNeil (right).

HIGH PERFORMANCE DEVELOPMENT SQUAD
A High-Performance Development Squad has been created for selected Years 7 to 10, who have been
doing additional training to enhance their skills on court. Ms Gerrard has once again been selected to
coach the 2019 Under 15s School Sports WA Netball Team who will travel to Queensland.

SINGAPORE NETBALL TOUR
A team of lucky Year 8 to 10 students have been selected to attend the bi-annual Singapore Netball Tour
in week 7 and 8. The team of 13 will play against other countries like South Africa, Malaysia, Hong Kong,
New Zealand and Singapore in a round robin competition. They will learn a great deal about teamwork
on and off the court, meet and make friends from around the world and play in a world-class international
competition.
Congratulations to the following students on achieving this year’s Netball Sports Dinner Awards:
			Most Valued Player
Year 7 – A 		
Mia Tigchelaar		
Year 7 – B 		
Mia Karehana 		
Year 7 – C 		
Matilda Smith		
Year 8 – A 		
Emily Adese		
Year 8 – B 		
Taige Sullivan 		
Year 9 – A 		
Taj Tuoro-Teata		
Year 9 – B 		
Anya Demegillo
Year 10 – A 		
Stefanie Porwell
Year 10 – B 		
Holly Hargreaves
Year 11/12 – A 		
Daniella Titoko		
Year 11/12 - B 		
Brooke Sorrell 		

Runner-Up		

Most Consistent

Jasmine Simes 		
Nikolina Tesevic
Zoe Hargreaves
Ella Wilson 		
Charli Myall 		
Emma Beros 		
Gabrielle Pond 		
Nicole Robson 		
Paris Regnard 		
Jayde Nodari 		
Reini Tutuki		

Remy Robson
Sydney Richards
Tara Bell
Indi Strom
Taylor Bloomfield
Aaliyah Panton
Lily Wozencroft
Susan Achea
Clair Babich
Georgia Elliott
Christine Messenger
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